In this paper we identify a set of the requirements for an e cient admission control algorithm and propose new algorithms. These methods need only aggregate tra c measurements, work with simple FIFO s c heduling and take o n l y minimal assumptions on the pattern of the tra c. The requirements de ne a family of measurement based admission control algorithms of which three key members are discussed. We g i v e e ective bandwidth formulae for bu ered and bu erless systems with token bucket and peak rate limited sources. It is also shown how the utilization can be improved by measuring the variance of the tra c rate while avoiding the limitations of MBAC methods based on the Central-limit theorem.
INTRODUCTION
Measurement Based Admission Control MBAC has drawn considerable attention recently as it uses only simple and probably loosely tted descriptors and by measuring the actual tra c it increases the network utilization.
Previous approaches proposed for MBAC can be categorized into two main groups: simple heuristic methods CKT96, JJB97, JDSZ97 and mathematical bounds Flo96, GAN91, GibKel97 . The problem with the rst group is that there is little or no clue about how to parametrize the algorithms, whether it would meet a certain QoS or not, or how i t w ould behave if the tra c pattern changes this happens frequently in the Internet. Members of the second group are more complex but they have the bene t of their parameters being c IFIP 1998. Published by Chapman & Hall 2 A family of measurement-based admission control algorithms usually direct QoS metrics. However the underlying assumptions such as independency, tra c models like MMPP or a certain queue length distribution KWC93 may limit their use. Also the bounds are usually very conservative.
It is very important that the knobs which w e can tune an algorithm by b e i n direct contact with actual QoS parameters such as delay or loss. The resulting QoS should be independent of the tra c type and close to the required value as much as possible. This way an administrator do not have t o c hange the settings of the AC algorithm when tra c changes. The simple reference algorithm JJB97 for example does not ful ll these expectations because its parameters are hard to set to achieve a certain QoS e.g loss and depend on the burstiness.
We w ould like to underline the related work of Brichet and Simonian BriSim98 . They consider a leaky bucket descriptor and make a conservative Gaussian bound based on that the long-term mean rate of the ows will be always smaller than the submitted bucket rate. This gives an upper bound on the variance and leads to a tighter bound than Hoe ding's.
If we are to implement an MBAC, we face the problem of accurate measurements. It was shown in the literature GroTse97 that the QoS bounds are very sensitive to measurement errors. These errors can be reduced by m e a s u ring the aggregate tra c rather than each o w individually. Aggregate tra c measurements are both scalable and easy to implement.
The above requirements de ne a family of AC algorithms:
the required descriptors are as simple as possible, as few assumptions on the tra c as possible, should not rely on per ow tra c measurements, the tuning parameters should re ect and control QoS directly.
In addition the algorithm should be easy to implement and closed form solutions are preferred even if they are suboptimal.
In this paper we develop three MBAC algorithms with di erent types of ow descriptors and measured parameters, each ful lling the above requirements. The rst is based on our improvement of the Hoe ding bound and uses admitted peak rates and measured average rate Section 2. The second measures the variance as well and gives a tighter bound. Section 3. The third algorithm utilizes a leaky bucket tra c descriptor per ow and gives bounds for guaranteeing maximum delay Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
A TIGHTER BOUND FOR MBAC F OPT
One very simple member of the family was already proposed for MBAC b y Sally Floyd Flo96 . It uses the Hoe ding bound requiring to admit only the peak rates of the entering ows. For a supplementary parameter the mean of A tighter bound for MBAC fopt 3 the aggregate tra c rate is measured. The theoretical basis of the bound is the concept of e ective bandwidth Kel96 . In this section we give a tighter e ective bandwidth using the same information. For the particular tra c mix on gure 1 the optimal choice is around f 1:4 and at this point it is signi cantly less than what we get using the Hoe ding bound f = 1 . The question is how to nd the optimal slope for a certain tra c mix with parameters h k and m k . BWs; f i s c o n vex in f and so the optimal f where it is minimal can be calculated by di erentiating the sum of k s o n f. Substituting this into BWs; f w e g e t BW f o p t s. Notice that we need the average of the aggregate tra c only. The peak-tomean ratio in uences f opt . If the tra c is biased towards high or low peakto-mean ratios then this optimal choice of f will largely di er from 1.
Finding an optimal value for s
In this section we give a closed form solution for s. For obtaining an estimation of the optimal s we approximate BW f o p t s using Taylor series and di erentiate in s. In an implementation rst we calculate s opt to get an estimate for optimal s and substitue it to BW f o p t s. Then we admit the new ow if there is enough capacity b e t ween BWand the link rate C. I n g u r e 2 w e can see a t ypical BW fopt and its approximation as an example. If we w ant to compare our bound with the Hoe ding bound it is clear that the greatest di erence arises when f is far from 1. This is only the question of the tra c mix. On gure 3 it is visible that for small or large peak-to-mean ratios the gain can be in the range of 5-15. Large peak-to-mean ratios mean bursty tra c or loosely tted descriptors; these are the situations where this MBAC has its strength over traditional AC algorithms and algorithms based on the Hoe ding bound.
MBAC USING MEASUREMENT OF THE VARIANCE
So far we used only the measured aggregate mean and the admitted peak rate of the ows. Theoretically the more infomation we h a ve about the distribution of X k s the tighter bound can be given. In this section we give a closed form e ective bandwidth formula with an extra parameter which is the measured variance of the aggregate tra c rate. The validity of this bound does not depend on the number of ows unlike bounds based on the Central-limit theorem GAN91 . The variance -similarly to the mean -sums up, so an expression with the sum of the variances of the ows can be replaced with the variance of the rate of the aggregate tra c.
The bound 1 containing only the mean and the peak rates k s is the same as if we assumed on o sources GibKel97 . On o sources have the worst possible variance for a given peak and mean rate and apparently a large part of the real-life tra c will not be on o , so a measurement on the variance may lead to a tighter bound. Another e ective bandwidth estimation is used in the literature based on the normal distribution GAN91, GroTse97 . They assume that the aggregate tra c rate can be approximated with the normal distribution and so the e ective bandwidth is given as g BW m + p 2 , ln 2, where m is the average and 2 is the variance of the aggregate tra c rate.
This expression uses the same information as BW var , b u t g BWis only an approximation while BW var is an upper bound. Also unlike BW var , g BW assumes normal distribution numb e r o f o ws is large which reduces robustness.
MBAC WITH LEAKY BUCKET
In the previous sections we i n vestigated the bu erless case. Now w e analyze a bu ered system. If the sources are able to provide more information than the peak rate such a s a l e a k y b u c ket, we can do more e cient admission control. during a time interval of length t. If ow k is controlled by a leaky bucket policer, we can give an upper bound on the maximum numb e r o f b i t s e n tering the network during any t i m e i n terval of length t: 0 X k t k + k t, o r i f a peak rate is given as well: 0 X k t minh k t; k + k t.
E ective bandwidth for leaky bucket policed sources
If we assume that X k t are independent and stationary random variables then we can give a v ery simple bound for the probability that the aggregate tra c exceeds a certain number of bits B entering during a time interval of length t, i.e. Pr P X k t B .
Using the Cherno bound the e ective bandwidth for can be written as: The value of t i s t h e l e n g t h o f t h e i n terval over which the amount of incoming load is bounded. Furthermore t also gives the interval over which w e limit the peak rate of the ows and measure the average rate.
If t is small, the e ective bandwidth depends only on the admitted peak rates and we get back the original Hoe ding bound using only the peak rates.
On the other hand a larger t leads to smaller e ective bandwidth as the averaging interval is longer.
Guaranteeing maximum delay
As we have a bu ered system we may allow larger bursts into the network and temporarily the link rate can be exceeded. A certain choice of t limits the maximum amount of bits to be accumulated in the bu er and so the maximum bu ering delay. In the next sections we g i v e three admission control methods that build on the concept of BWt and statisfy a certain maximum delay requirement d max with probability .
a Method 1
This very simple method is applicable to both cases when we h a ve o r d o n o t have information on the peak rate BW 1 t and BW 2 t. We try to control the delay b y limiting the length of the busy periods. Let C be the link rate. If the length of a busy period during which the server is continuously busy is longer than t then during the rst t seconds of the busy period more than C t MBAC w i t h l e aky bucket 9 bits arrived. Thus if the arriving number of bits during any t i m e i n terval of length t is smaller than C tthen all busy periods are shorter than t seconds. In other words the length of the busy periods is bounded by t with probability if BWtt C t . If the length of the busy periods are bounded by d max then the maximum delay is also bounded by d max , t h us the guarantee is met if:
BWd max C: 7 On gure 6 we can observe that under a certain delay limit the peak rate is in e ect and the number of admitted ows is much higher than if only the leaky bucket descriptor were available. If we know t h e peak the result is identical with the bu erless case for low d e l a ys. However if the allowed maximum delay is larger then the number of admitted ows increases signi cantly and the statistical multiplexing gain is larger than in the bu erless case.
b Method 2
In methods 2 a n d 3 w e c o n trol the delay without limiting the length of the busy period. Method 2 applies if we d o n o t h a ve information on the peak rate we use BW 1 t. The link can carry at most C tbytes during time t. During a busy period t seconds after the start of the busy period the bu er occupancy is P N k=1 X k t ,C t . The bu er occupancy cannot exceed C d max to guarantee the delay limit so if within all busy periods and for all t b 1 t = BW 1 t , Ct C d max 8 then the bu er over ow probability will not exceed . I f w e n d t h e m a x i m um of b 1 t i n t, w e can decide whether the ows t into the link or not. It can be shown that b 1 t i s a c o n vex function of t. 10 Thus we separate the meaning of the leaky bucket parameters. k is used to determine if the link can carry our tra c on the long run as a kind of an asympthotic test, and k controls the delay. T h e A C algorithm is very simple, it just checks 9 and 10, and if both pass then the new connection can be c Method 3
If we h a ve information about the peak rate of the ows as well, we c a n g i v e a tighter bound than 10. The problem is that b 2 t = BW 2 t , Ct is not a convex function. We m ust look for its maximum and see if it is under C d max . W e partition the domain of the function into intervals by p o i n ts t k = k =h k , k . We call these breakpoints. This way within each i n terval for any ow either h k t or k + k t is greater. Within one interval we can write an expression for b 2 t that does not contain the min operator. We de ne two sets, those ows belong to set A where h k t k + k t within that interval, and those belong to set B where it is the other way. T h e n i n t h a t i n terval
It can be shown that this is a convex expression. Thus within an interval b 2 t is always below the value at one of the two breakpoints. So b 2 t takes its global supremum value either 1. at t = 0 then the supremum is 0 or 2. at one of the breakpoints or 3. it has no supremum, it diverges to positive in nity after the last breakpoint.
Conclusion 11
After the last breakpoints b 2 t = b 1 t, so item 3 can be checked as before in 9. By checking b 2 t k C d max for all k = 1 : : : N we can decide if b 2 t C d max for t 0.
On gure 5 some properties of b 2 t can be observed. b 2 t b 1 t especially for small t values. In this case the supremum is not necessarily in t = 0 a s i n the case of b 1 t but in a breakpoint instead.
Checking the value of b 2 t in several breakpoints may be computationally expensive. The number of breakpoints is not greater than the numb e r o f d i e rent descriptors, so if several ows share common descriptors then calculation takes less time. On the other hand one class of ows can have s e v eral leaky bucket descriptors for several timescales giving a more detailed tra c description ZhaKni94 . For example the ATM VBR descriptors PCR,CDVT and SCR,MBS are one example of such a m ultilevel descriptor. On gure 6 we plotted how many identical ows can be admitted using the various methods. One can observe that supplying peak rate besides a leaky bucket improves the utilization considerably. It can be seen that a deterministic guarantee PaGa93 i s m uch w orse as it does not exploit statistical multiplexing gain.
CONCLUSION
A set of requirements for e cient admission control algorithms was given. These requirements de ne a family of measurement-based admission control algorithms of which w e w orked out a few representative members. These MBAC algorithms di er in the set of information required from the sources upon ow setup and in the measurements performed on the multiplexed trafc. The algorithms are based on the Cherno -bound with direct QoS metrics such a s l o s s a n d delay a s t u n i n g parameters. In sections 2 and 3 w e used a model which does not give explicit guarantees on delay. These algorithms can o er a Controlled Load Service. In section 4 we used a bu ered model and gave probabilistic delay bounds. This method can be applied for the IETF Guaranteed Service.
In all methods we assume only FIFO bu ering discipline so there is no need for expensive hardware with sophisticated scheduling algorithms. While the information of the admitted ows are stored for each o w, the per-packet work the measurement is done on the aggregate tra c making these methods scalable to tens of thousands of ows. To decrease the computational costs and delay of admission control decisions all bounds are expressed in closed form.
